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(T)Winning for Europe,
26-29 June 2014 in Pforzheim

During this first meeting of representatives from six of our eight partner cities in Pforzheim organised on the occasion of 25-year anniversaries celebrations, and in memory of
„100 years since the outbreak of World War I“, we dealt with the history of Europe in war
and peace. Many town twinnings are in fact based on wartime events.
(T)Winning for Europe intended to emphasize the importance of partnerships on the way
to a peaceful Europe so far and in the future.
During the encounter, all participants (German-foreign associations, schools, youth
groups, witnesses, host families, sports partnerships and alpine clubs) had the chance
to get involved as active citizens with their personal history. Thus, our shared European
identity was strengthened.
The awareness of Europe in everyday life was heightened. EU issues such as education,
demographic change and youth unemployment were treated based on individual experiences. This is a concretisation in everyday life of citizens‘ concept of Europe.
Own approaches of action, so called „visions“ were developed, such as how town twinnings have influenced Europe and how they should and could be shaped in the future.
This is the final agenda that describes the evaluation and the successes of the previous
partnership work and determines visions for future cooperation. We were able to share
experiences, a fundamental step to develop a sustainable concept for our future partnership work. By doing so, the European reconciliation is experienced and leads directly
into our new common Europe.

Program of the citizens‘ meeting „(T)Winning for Europe“
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Opening „(T)winning for Europe“
Official welcome
Presentation of the twin cities
European Union workshop
Accounts from contemporary citizens
„My - your - our Europe“ (Host families)
„Citizens‘ meetings earlier and today“
Workings groups for future cooperation between the twin cities
City tour „Pforzheim - war and peace“
Follow up of work in groups
Results presentation
Anniversary celebration in Reuchlinhaus
Conclusion of event with press conference
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					26 June 2014
		
(T)winning for Europe opening in Würmthalhalle
On the first evening, 27 guests coming from Pforzheim‘s partner cities of Czestochowa (Poland), Gernika
(Spain), Irkutsk (Russia), Osijek (Croatia), Saint-Maur-des-Fossés (France), and Vicenza (Italy), and their host
families had the opportunity to get to know each other.

We met at the festival hall in Würm and, after the official welcome of the Lord Mayor Mr. Gert Hager and
the local chief Mr. Rüdiger Nestler, the representatives of our partner cities and the Economic Consul of
Hungary, Mr. Janos Horvarth, signed the Golden Book of the City of Pforzheim. Unfortunately our partners of
Nevsehir (Turkey), and Györ-Moson-Sopron (Hungary) were not able to participate in this event.

This was the first time that representatives of all our partner cities were
invited to visit Pforzheim. During the meeting, which lasted 4 days, we
talked about our common history and laid the foundations for our future further cooperation. Also many German guests from Pforzheim
came to the festival hall in Würm: the Member of Parliament, Mrs.
Marianne Engesser, numerous town councillors and, of course, the
host families and the members of the German-European associations.
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			 		27 June 2014
Official welcome and Presentation of the towns

The (T)Winning for Europe seminar was
the starting point for us towards further indepth cooperation with and between our
partner cities. Mr. Roger Heidt, First Mayor of
Pforzheim, welcomed the guests in the
council hall. The first thing every partner city
did was to present itself to the other guests
on Friday morning.

We discussed the features of each city,
as well as their tourist attractions and
connection to Pforzheim. Furthermore, we focused on how our partnerships have developed,
what their characteristics are and we also
discussed
the
chances
for
further
international connections, future cooperation
and EU projects.
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EU workshop

In the afternoon, we talked about European Identity with Mr. Bunjes of the Europa Zentrum Stuttgart.
He told us about previously unknown details relating to the EU and, through a quiz, he tested our
knowledge of the EU.
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The quiz

		

Accounts from contemporary citizens
Two
contemporary
citizens Mr. Hans-Karl Gerstung
and Mr. Dieter Essig made
impressive accounts of 23
February 1945 when Pforzheim was destroyed in 20
minutes by an air raid during
World War II. These emotional
stories brought about touching
and provocative discussions,
which moved us closer to one
another.

				
How have our partnerships
developed over the years?
Which world events have
shaped the last century?
All participants had previously
given their personal contribution in term of which events
since 1914 had had a particular significance for their cities,
countries, and/or the twinning
itself. Among these, the following were mentioned:
- The outbreak of WW1 on 28
July 1914
- The destruction of Pforzheim
in 23 February 1945
- The end of WW2 on 8 May
1945
- The foundation of the sports
partnership with Saint Maur.
On that day, everybody chose one of the cards from the
time line and explained the
reason why this event had been
considered particularly significant.
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Time line

						28 June 2014
					
					 Workshops

		

Citizens‘participation

Culture

		
		
			Education
On Saturday, we worked on five topics in groups,
which are considered extremely relevant for
most cities, in addition to ours. The aim was to
foster further cooperation between our cities.
		Youth

Youth unemployment
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Workshops: results (culture)

Culture is fundamental:
- it helps integration and provides an
important contribution for tolerance
- it can help solve unemployment
matters for young people
- it is the core reason why musicians
and orchestras from partner cities
cooperate with each other
- it creates cultural awareness
- it has helped intensify the cooperation
between Irkutsk and Osijek, Pforzheim
and Saint-Maur-des-Fossés, and Vicenza
and Pforzheim
- the expressed aims are: networking,
cultural experiences and initiatives,
intensification of exchanges among
cities, organisation of international
festivals with ethnic groups in order to
promote cultural tolerance.
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Workshops: results (citizens‘participation)

Every town has different approaches
regarding citizen participation, which
can be specified by its top-down or bottom-up character.
Providing citizens with information is one of the most important stages to motivate them. Newsletters
relating to projects should definitely be
created. Best practices on concrete citizens‘ participation projects should be
exchanged in order to increase their
participation in local politics, as well as
their voluntary engagement. Moreover,
as the collection of ideas is often realized
in workshops, it might be a good idea to
organise youth councils or citizens committees, where decisions can be directly
made by citizens (Vicenza offers, for instance, an online support for them), or to
exchange trainees and experts in order to
foster cooperation.
All the participants also agreed that the
(T)Winning for Europe project should
continue, e.g. in a five year cycle, in another twin town, with a focus on the results of the project carried out in 2014
and the resulting cooperation.
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Workshops: results (education)

Education is a crucial aspect to consider whenever it comes to town
twinning and cooperation must definitely be strenghtened in this field.
Participants proposed the implementation of many projects, among
which the following are mentioned:
- share teaching experiences among
twin towns;
- focus on language learning (languages are extremely important to
tear barriers down);
- learn about each others‘ history (a
good way to understand one another better);
- exchange managers as well as good
managerial practices;
-organise 6 month student exchange
programmes.
The final goal of all these measures is to try to strengthen existing
partnerships while, at the same
time, creating new friendships.
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Workshops: results (youth and
youth unemployment)

Youth is certainly a challenge but it is also
our future. Cooperation for disadvantaged
children, exchange of experts, students,
scouts, youth music schools, elementary
schools, youth ambassadors are good
ideas which should be implemented.
When it comes to the problem of
unemployment, each country adopts a
different approach and deals differently with it. In many cases, coaching and
retraining programmes are offered. It
is also important to integrate foreigners. The main problem is that, in some
countries, skilled and educated people
are obliged to leave, as they do not find
any suitable job opportunities. This cannot be the solution! We definitey have to
do something in order to solve this social
plague. The question is: how?
Participants suggested creating online platforms to share visions,
opinions and strategies to implement in
order to solve it.
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25th anniversary with our partner cities Gernika-Lumo and
Saint-Maur-des-Fossés. Festival night at the Reuchlinhaus in Pforzheim
Welcome of the mayor, Mr. Gert Hager

Presentation of results of the work

Anniversary speeches of Mr. Hager,
Pforzheim, Mrs. San Severino, Gernika-Lumo and Mrs. Dominique Wagnon,
Saint-Maur-des-Fossés
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Music of the String Quartet of the
Youth Music School Pforzheim.
They later played the European
Anthem

Gift handover: Besides the two anniversary
presents, a so-called tree of wishes was
handed over to each partner town. Our
guests had written their wishes for our future
Europe on bands.

Standing reception
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Your suggestions...

		
			
			Evaluation Form (T)winning for Europe – remarks, comments
1.

What do you take from it for your commitment/work?

The participants agreed, that they had gained new contacts with our partner cities and new ideas referring
to different topics. They learnt and expanded their knowledge about the EU. There is an interest in building
new cultural projects.
We learnt about our common history and to accept different points of view about it. Some participants would
like to take part more often in such events because they had gained new connections for future cooperation.
The collection of partner cities‘ best practices and the broaden knowledge of them were also considered very
important.
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2.

Do you think that you will implement some of the ideas in your city? Which ones?

This question is affirmed throughout. The participants have gained inputs for development, school
exchange, work with young students, an opera project for children, youth unemployment, solutions for
various topics, sports exchange, online petitions, citizen participation, political projects, exchange of
good practices, and the youth council.
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3.
4.

Which part of the program was the most interesting one?
Which part of the program was less interesting?

The group split into two parts. Some of the participants considered the “EU workshop” and the “accounts from
contemporary citizens” to be the most interesting parts, while others the least interesting.

5.

Did you have any difficulties before or during the encounter? If so, what?

Generally there were no problems, except for the fact that, for some participants, it was difficult to express
themselves in English.
6.

What could be done differently at another citizens‘ meeting?

The guests desire to receive a map with the localization of the twin cities, to have fewer participants in the
workshops in order to get in touch more easily and a more professional moderation during them, to know in
advance more details about the topics to discuss, to have more time and more free time, as well as the chance
to focus on particular subjects and a better distribution of activities.
7.

Additional notes

Positive attitude of everybody. It should take place again in a few years.
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List of participants
Częstochowa 		
Dr. Bińczyk, Olga		
Teacher of academy
				
Chmura, Anna			
Girl scout
				
Glębocki, Konrad		
Vice president of town council 		
				
Kokot, Krzysztof		
Citizen
				
Kulisiewicz, Katharina		
Head of Department Twinning
				
Przeslak, Marta		
Girl scout
						
Gernika-Lumo			
Andrés, Begona		
Representative of the High School
				
San Severino, Lourdes		
Town councillor
				
Schäfter, Andreas		
Member Gernika Gogoratuz Peace
								
Research Center
			 			
Irkutsk		
		
Almukhamedov, Aleksei
Deputy Mayor
				
Klimenko, Ekaterina		
Representative of the Russian-German
								
Society
				
Korotkevich, Tatiana		
Head of Department Sociocultural
								
projects
				
Sobol, Oksana			
Representative of the Russian-German
								
Society
				
Voronin, Alexander		
Town councillor
									
Osijek 			
Babic, Marin			
Probationary employee
				
Bartulović, Tea			
English and German teacher		
				
Ham, Vladimir			
Deputy Mayor
				
Lučić, Ivica			
Head of Children Theater
				
Radić, Romana		
Head of Department International
								
cooperation
			
Saint-Maur-des-Fossés
Laurent, Patricia		
President of Twinning committee
				
Merlin, Ursula			
Representative of Twinning committee
				
Texandier, Guylaine		
Representative of town administration
				
Wagnon, Dominique		
Deputy Mayor
							
Vicenza			
Dorio, Valentina		
English teacher Cultural Center
								
Italian-German
				
Novello, Alessandra		
Incoming Manager for Eurocultura
				
Pesce, Giancarlo		
Town councillor and deputy of town-twin
								ning
				
Pupillo, Sandro		
General director of cultural association
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Quelle: Pforzheimer Zeitung
Datum: 28.06.2014

The Press...

Quelle: Pforzheimer Kurier
Datum:30.06.2014

Quelle: Pforzheimer Kurier
Datum: 30.06.2014

Quelle: Pforzheimer Kurier
Datum: 30.06.2014

“Town twinning is a relationship. It’s long-term. It starts, it grows and it can flourish. When it’s good
and healthy, it puts its people first. It introduces them to new experiences and new friends. It helps
us all to meet, mix and get along. The relationship is about you and the people in your twin town
– not councillors or committees. You and your twin share something. A history, some DNA. You’re
twinned for a reason and that reason will be positive. So you should pay them a visit. They‘ll love it
if you do.“
25.4.2014 Is there a point to twin towns? | Rob Self-Pierson | Comment is free | theguardian.com
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/apr/30/is-there-a-point-to-twin-towns 3/4

(T)winning for Europe was organised by
City of Pforzheim
Department for Public Relations, City Council and European Affairs
Marktplatz 1
D-75175 Pforzheim
Germany
Monika Finna, City of Pforzheim
Anna-Lena Beilschmidt, City of Pforzheim
Susanne Schreck, City of Pforzheim
Ines Aiken, City of Pforzheim
Dr. Alexander Burka, CIVIC-Institute for International Education
Silvia Fragale, City of Pforzheim
Jana Gölz, University of Heidelberg
Simeon-Cedric Dannheim, University of Konstanz
Uta Deutsch, Wirtschaft und Stadtmarketing Pforzheim WSP
Sandra Dienger, City of Pforzheim
Viola Marquardt, University of Stuttgart
Manuela Montesinos, BEN Europe Institute

We thank the participants from our twin cities and from Pforzheim
for their interest and their participation in (T)Winning for Europe. You
have enriched our partnership meeting. Of course we thank very much
for the hospitality and the openness of the host families who gave our
guests accommodation during these days.
Thank you very much for all your support, ideas and contributions.
It made the event unforgettable.
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